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TIPS FOR HOSTING CHIMNEY SWIFTS: QUICK SUMMARY
If there are swifts in your chimney, consider yourself not only lucky but honored!
You have the rare privilege of hosting a species at risk and seeing its life story unfold right in your own yard. Here are some tips on how to be a good swift host:
Clean your chimney every year (best done in early April before swifts return).
Don’t use your furnace or fireplace during the season swifts are present.
Keep the damper of your fireplace closed during swift season.
Do not cap the chimney or line it with metal; if considering a conversion to gas, vent elsewhere.
If a metal lining is installed, cap the chimney to prevent swifts and other wildlife from being trapped inside.
Make chimney and roof repairs when swifts are out of the country.
To keep nuisance animals out of the chimney, trim back overhanging foliage and securely wrap a 60-cmwide band of metal flashing around the outside of the chimney near the top.
 If pruning trees, leave some dead branches with fine twigs at the tips for swifts to use as nesting material.
 If you are bothered by noisy food-begging calls in the two weeks before young swifts leave the chimney,
stuff foam rubber (not fiberglass insulation) above the damper in your fireplace; be sure to remove it later.
 Welcome swifts to your chimney – they eat huge numbers of flying insects, make minimal mess, do no
structural damage to the chimney, and pose no fire or health hazard.
 If swifts are occupying your chimney, please send details of location, dates, numbers, etc. to organizations
studying swifts and working to conserve them. In London contact chimneyswift@naturelondon.com.
Elsewhere in Ontario contact OntarioSwiftWatch@birdscanada.org.
Read on to learn more about swifts, how to determine whether they are using your chimney and for additional
ideas on how to be the best swift host ever, or how to be a good swift friend (if your chimney has no swifts).








Amazing Facts about Chimney Swifts





















Among fastest flyers in the bird world (100 km per hour or more).
Spend far more time in the air than other land-based birds.
Have amazing maneuverability, and can change directions on a dime.
Large eyes focus quickly at high speeds and when suddenly entering dark spaces.
Can echolocate (bats are even better at this).
Dine exclusively on flying insects, eating one-third of body weight per day.
Despite small size (ca 21 g), can fly up to 800 km per day while hunting insects.
Forage at great heights – above buildings and treetops – 20 m to 1000 m or more.
Capture more than 1000 flying insects a day (up to 12,000 when feeding young).
When not in air, cling woodpecker-like to vertical surfaces, usually inside chimneys.
Unable to walk or perch horizontally, as feet not designed for such activities.
Nest inside dimly lit spaces (once hollow trees, now chimneys, rarely old barns).
Use saliva to glue tiny twig nests together and to inner chimney wall.
Eggs are pure white; at hatching, the 4 or 5 nestlings are size of jellybeans.
Ten-day-old nestlings resemble prickly porcupines; eyes open at 14 days.
Last North American bird to have wintering grounds found (upper Amazon, 1944).
While migrating, 100s or 1000s roost together at night in large unused chimneys.
Annually flies more than 10,000 km on round trip to South America and back.
One swift can fly 2 million km in a year.
Can live up to 14 years in the wild, but life span for most is about 4 years.
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Introducing Chimney Swifts
Chimney Swifts are small sooty-grey birds that spend their days on the wing capturing flying insects. Watch high overhead for cigar-shaped bodies; long, rapidly beating wings; short, stubby tails; and exuberant twittering.
Chimney Swift vocalizations are distinctive and easy to recognize. Check them out
here: https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Chimney_Swift/sounds.
The earliest swifts arrive in Ontario in late April and the last ones depart for South
America in early October. During migration, swifts gather to spend nights together
inside old chimneys. In London, spring migration peaks in late May / early June, and fall migration in late
August / early September. Non-breeding swifts continue to roost communally throughout the nesting season.
Chimneys used for roosting usually have larger diameters than chimneys used for nesting only.
While nesting, only one pair of swifts occupies a chimney at a time, though sometimes one or two helper birds
may also be present. Nests are placed at least 2 m down inside the chimney shaft but are often much lower
(below roof level). Swifts occasionally nest in silos or high up inside old wooden barns. Rarely, they may use
large-diameter hollow trees. A nesting pair may occupy a chimney at the same time it is being used by roosting swifts. If so, the nest is usually placed lower down in the chimney than the area used by the swifts roosting there overnight.
Upon return in the spring, a pair soon reoccupies the chimney it used the previous
year. A very rough approximation of the nesting-season schedule follows:
 nest construction
1 week,
 egg-laying
1 week
 incubation
3 weeks,
 nestling period
3 weeks
 youngsters outside nest but inside chimney
1 week
 outside flight practice
1 week
for a total of about 10 weeks.
Depending on how early in the season a pair of swifts begins the nesting cycle, the family may leave its nest
chimney as early as mid-July or as late as mid-to-late August. After a nest fails, adults may abandon the chimney. If the failure happens early enough in the season, the parents may make a second nesting attempt.
The Chimney Swift was once a very common species in both urban and agricultural landscapes of southwestern Ontario. Numbers began to decline after World War II. By the 1980s the population was much diminished in rural areas and steadily shrinking in urban centres. In 2009, with the Canadian swift population having dropped by 90% since 1970, the Chimney Swift was designated as Threatened, a status confirmed in 2018.
Reasons for plummeting swift numbers are imperfectly understood, but problems with the food supply are
thought to play an important role. Initially, DDT knocked out the preferred insect groups on which swifts relied until the 1950s. Other chemical pesticides continue to negatively impact insect populations. For more
than half a century, swifts are believed to have been subsisting on a sub-optimal diet of smaller, less-nutritious
and increasingly less-abundant insects.
Several other factors likely also contribute to swift declines. Among these are mismatched timing between
peak food need by nestlings and peak insect abundance, deteriorating habitat quality on migrating and wintering grounds, and an increase in extreme weather (can wash out nests or kill migrating swifts). Chimneys suitable for swifts have not been built since the 1960s and many existing swift-occupied chimneys are being
capped or demolished. Work is underway on a prototype for an “artificial chimney” suitable for swifts in Ontario, but progress is slow. At present in London, swifts may be declining faster than their chimneys are. As
the years go by, however, a shortage of chimneys for swifts is expected to become a limiting factor.
Little more than half a century ago, the Chimney Swift was a common sight above Ontario cities and farms.
As swifts darted about snatching insects from the air, their aerial acrobatics and pleasant chatterings brightened summer days and evenings for people on the ground below. Today, as swift numbers dwindle, very few
Ontarians are lucky enough to have a pair of these remarkable little birds in their chimney.
If you have the good fortune to host swifts, read on for ideas on how to be the best swift landlord ever. And, if
you currently don’t have swifts in your chimney, there are suggestions for helping swifts in other ways.
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Tips for Being a Good Swift Landlord

Rarely do private citizens have the opportunity to make a truly personal contribution to the well-being of a
species at risk. The owners of chimneys occupied by swifts are among the fortunate few! Here are some suggestions for making the experience as positive as possible for both the chimney owners and the swifts.
See Appendix A (page 6) for advice on determining whether swifts are using your chimney. If they are . . .
 During swift season (late Apr to early Oct), keep the chimney top open and the fireplace damper closed.
 Do not use the fireplace or furnace while swifts are occupying the chimney for the season.
 Hire only an ethical chimney cleaner who understands that swifts are a protected species.
 Have the chimney cleaned annually in late March or early April, after fireplace / furnace season and before
swifts return in the spring. Cleaning removes soot and creosote deposits (from burning wood or coal) that
could result in chimney fires. Swift nests are less likely to become detached when glued to clean bricks.
 If the chimney is lined with metal, cap it to prevent birds and other wildlife from becoming trapped inside.
 If you install a spark arrester or a wire screen to prevent access by nuisance wildlife during the winter, ensure it is removed before swifts return in the spring (reinstall it in the fall).
 If you are converting an existing heating system or hot water heater to gas, instead of lining the chimney
with metal, consider venting the exhaust elsewhere. Or, if the chimney contains two separate flues, only
one is needed for venting and the other can remain unlined and open topped for continued use by swifts.
 If you are doing roof or chimney repairs, have them done in a season when swifts are not present.
 If you are no longer using your chimney and it is in poor shape (upper parts usually deteriorate first), before deciding to demolish the entire chimney, consider removing the upper part and constructing a new rim
around the top, while leaving the shaft open. Swifts are usually happy to continue using a chimney whose
height has been lowered a bit.
 If you are concerned that raccoons or squirrels may climb up and enter your chimney, securely wrap a 60cm band of metal flashing around the upper part of the chimney. Be sure no sharp edges are exposed.
 If you are concerned that squirrels and other mammals may access your chimney from above, keep overhanging foliage from nearby trees trimmed back beyond jumping distance.
 If you think heavy rainfalls might cause water running down the inside of the chimney to dislodge a swift
nest, construct a small roof supported by four, 30-cm-tall legs; secure in place above the chimney opening.
 When pruning trees, leave some dead branches in place for a few years, until all fine twigs have fallen off.
Swifts break tiny dead twigs from the tips of branches for use in nest construction.
 If you are bothered by the food-begging calls of young swifts in the chimney, remind yourself that this
stage lasts only about two weeks. Or, firmly wedge insulation (e.g., foam rubber but not fiberglass) above
the fireplace damper, but be sure to remove it after the young swifts have fledged.
 Avoid having excessively noisy parties in the fireplace room when an active nest is in the chimney; otherwise insert insulation as mentioned above.
 Keep food garbage and yard waste in secure containers, so as not to attract raccoons, which could prey on
swifts inside chimneys or commandeer chimneys for their own use.
 Remember that swifts create minimal mess in a chimney, they do not negatively impact the physical structure of the chimney, they do not spread disease, and they pose no fire or health hazards.
 Once swifts have used your chimney, they are likely to return. They may take a year or two, so don’t be
too hasty in making alterations that might make the chimney inaccessible.
 Enjoy swifts! Watch their amazing aerial acrobatics as they swoop
about capturing insects and making headlong dives into the chimney.
 Educate others! Invite friends and neighbours to watch your swifts.
 Take pride in your important contribution to swift conservation.
Contact Bird Studies Canada and request a sign or certificate to
display in your window, letting everyone know that this is a swiftfriendly building (use address for Ontario SwiftWatch below).
 If swifts are nesting or roosting in your house or other building,
please send details to those who study and conserve swifts.
◊ In London contact chimneyswift@naturelondon.com.
◊ Elsewhere in Ontario contact OntarioSwiftWatch@birdscanada.org.
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Additional Suggestions for Owners of Old Wooden Barns in Which Swifts Nest





See Appendix A (page 6) for advice in determining use of barns by swifts.
As pertinent, follow suggestions on page 3 for chimneys occupied by swifts.
Make sure there is an opening through which swifts can enter at all times. A
small open window in the gable or elsewhere provides good access (can be
closed for the winter). A door will also do.
Avoid storing things in the barn that might attract raccoons.

If You Find an Adult Swift, a Fallen Nest, or Swift Babies in Your Fireplace

Young
swifts
with eyes
still closed.
Note the
unusually large feet and toes.

Rarely, an adult or nestlings may come down the chimney and end up in the fireplace. Nests are most likely to
fall if the chimney is dirty (e.g., bricks covered by creosote deposits) or the nest is dislodged by heavy rain.
Handle with great care! Swifts, being tiny birds, are fragile (even mature adults weigh considerably less than
an ounce). Especially with swift babies, it is quite possible to inadvertently damage feathers, break a bone or
pull off a toenail. It can be very difficult for someone unfamiliar with wild birds to assess injuries.




Adults in the fireplace are less likely to have injuries than youngsters are. Being capable of flight (even
within a chimney) they probably have not fallen but have somehow managed to exit into the fireplace and
are unable to find their way back up the chimney shaft. They may become injured attempting to escape.
Swift babies in a fireplace have experienced a fall and may have lacerations, broken bones or internal injuries, which are not always readily evident.
Do not attempt to give swifts of any age food or water.

Determine the age of the bird(s) in the fireplace
 Adults will be fully feathered, with no frosty feathers on the head. They may be crouched in a corner or
flying or skittering around in the fireplace. If the fireplace has no screen, the swift(s) may be flying about
the house trying to find a way out, in their search sometimes clinging to vertical surfaces such as draperies.
 Very young swift babies will show pinkish skin – the greater the amount of pink, the younger they are.
 At two weeks of age, swifts open their eyes.
 At three-to-four weeks, juveniles will be quite well feathered, though they may retain some frosty feathers
on the head and remnants of quill shafts at the base of some feathers.
What to do next
For young swifts:
 Baby swifts (especially small ones) can quickly lose heat when out of the
nest. Until a decision on next steps is made, keep young swifts warm (at
least as warm as your hand). If the nest came down with the babies and is
not too badly damaged, place the youngsters in the nest. Put the nest (or the
babies alone, if no nest) in a container (e.g., plastic margarine tub or cardThis young swift is more than 2
board box) lined with paper towel or an old cotton T-shirt (not terry cloth or
weeks old, has its eyes open and
toweling), so the birds can’t slide around. Keep in a dark, quiet location.
is developing adult-type feathers.
 Chimney Swifts are a designated Threatened species in Ontario and Canada
and decisions on their care should be made only with the advice of an expert in swift rehabilitation.
 Many regional wildlife rehabilitation centres lack the training, experience and the specialized facilities
needed to provide optimal care or advice regarding young swifts.
 It is not realistic for a homeowner to decide the best course of action when baby swifts appear in the fireplace. This depends on things like injuries (not always evident), age of youngsters and whether there are
one or two babies or the entire nest of youngsters . Before acting, seek guidance from an expert.
 In Ontario the recognized go-to facility for expertise on Chimney Swifts is Swift Care Ontario (located
near London). SCO provides advice to people all over the province (and elsewhere) who need assistance
in determining what to do following discovery of swifts in their fireplace. ASAP after finding swifts in
your fireplace, contact Swift Care Ontario for advice.
 Reach Swift Care Ontario at 519-434-0763 or swiftcareontario@gmail.com.
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For an adult swift:














This adult emerged
from a fireplace and
crashed into a wall,
stunning itself. After
a check for injuries, it
was taken outside,
placed against a brick
wall in a quiet area,
and observed from a
distance. It clung to
the bricks for more
than an hour until
flying up to join other
swifts circling and
twittering overhead.

If a swift is flying freely indoors, assume it is an uninjured adult.
Even if it came down the chimney, it will not likely be willing to
return that way, so don’t try to put it back into the fireplace. Instead, the swift will likely fly towards daylight. You can help it
find its way out of your house by turning off lights, pulling
drapes to darken windows, etc. and opening doors in sequence to
allow the swift to find a route to an outside door and freedom.
If the adult has been flying indoors bumping into windows and
walls, it may stun itself and drop to the floor. If so, pick it up and
examine it carefully. If its eyes are open, it seems somewhat
alert, and there is no indication of broken bones, carry the bird
outside. Find a roughly textured vertical surface (e.g., brick or
wood wall) in a relatively secluded location (away from direct
sunshine, loud noise, foot or other traffic). Gently hold the swift against the wall (or other surface) until it
transfers its grip. Remain nearby to ensure it is not disturbed by passersby or a hawk or other predator. If,
after two hours of rest and recovery time, the swift has not taken flight, contact Swift Care Ontario.
If an adult is skittering (not flying) about behind the fireplace screen, capture it. Holding it gently in an
upright position (but firmly enough to prevent escape), carefully examine it for broken wing or leg bones.
If it appears uninjured, carry it outside to an open space, open your hand slowly, and allow the swift to fly
freely. Watch that it is able to gain altitude successfully. If it clings to a tree trunk, watch it carefully as
described above. If the swift drops to the ground, capture it again and contact Swift Care Ontario.
Always, if you have the slightest doubt regarding the best course of action, contact Swift Care Ontario at
519-434-0763 or swiftcareontario@gmail.com.
There is considerable misinformation available on the internet regarding care and handling of swifts found
in chimneys, which can sometimes result in harm to swifts. It is best to contact Swift Care Ontario.
Follow-up
Be sure the damper in the chimney is kept firmly closed so that swifts will not be able to make their way
down into the fireplace in the future.
Before swifts return next spring, ensure the chimney has been cleaned.
If the nest came down after a heavy rain storm, it is possible rain washed the nest down. If this is a possibility, before the following spring, consider installing a small “roof on stilts” above the top of the chimney.

Help Produce Food for Swifts to Eat












In addition to safe housing, Chimney Swifts must have adequate food (flying insects) in order to survive.
Insects originating at ground level may fly or waft upward where they are eaten by swifts.
Between heavy pesticide use and ongoing loss of natural habitat, the swift’s food supply is under attack.
Many native insects are declining, and shortage of insects is likely contributing to swift declines.
Many insects go through a caterpillar stage during which they eat plants (leaves, twigs, buds or stems).
To help produce food for swifts, plant native species of trees, shrubs, wildflowers and grasses, as native
plants provide food for far more insect species than are supported by non-native plants and trees.
If you own a rural property, encourage fencerows, un-mowed ditches and natural areas as insect nurseries.
Convert your lawn (essentially a desert when it comes to insect production) to a native plant garden.
If you live in an apartment, a balcony pot of native plants helps feed insects that help feed swifts.
Discontinue using pesticides (including herbicides, which kill plants on which many insects rely for food).
Advocate for the preservation of habitats such as woodlands, wetlands and native meadows where swift
food (insects) is produced, and support organizations that protect such places.

How Else to Help Swifts
Even if you don’t host swifts in your chimney, you can help scientists learn more about swifts and their conservation needs. Sign up to become a swift monitor. In London contact chimneyswift@naturelondon.com.
Elsewhere in Ontario, contact OntarioSwiftWatch@birdscanada.org.
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Appendix A
How to Determine whether Swifts are Using a Chimney
Check to see that the chimney is suitable.













Swifts usually occupy older brick, stone or mortar chimneys, built in the 1960s or earlier.
On most (but not all) suitable chimneys, a horizontal course of bricks on the outside is at least 2½ bricks
by 2½ bricks. If a swift-occupied chimney is just 2 bricks wide, the other dimension will usually be larger.
The top of the chimney must be open to allow swifts access (cannot be covered by mesh, wire screening, a
flat concrete slab, a metal cap or top-knot, etc.).
A suitable chimney sometimes has an open-topped tile protruding above the rim.
The interior of the chimney must not be lined with metal. If it is, the chimney should be capped to prevent
swifts and other wildlife from becoming trapped inside.
A chimney must have a rough interior to which swifts can cling and attach their nests (e.g., brick, mortar).
The chimney must not be used for venting smoke during swift season (late April to early October).
Chimneys may have two or more flues; swifts can use any open flue, even if located beside a capped flue.
If, from the ground, the chimney looks ideal for swifts, a final check of an air photo may be in order
(Google Earth or https://maps.london.ca/CityMap/) to confirm that the top of the chimney is open.
Most chimneys that appear suitable for swifts will not be occupied by swifts (just as in woodlands, many
holes in tree trunks that appear suitable for woodpeckers will not be occupied by woodpeckers).
Swifts sometimes choose unconventional chimneys that don’t follow the “rules”.
See below for a sampling of photos of suitable and unsuitable swift chimneys.

All chimneys on this page are found in London and are currently used by swifts or have been used by swifts in the past.

X indicates chimneys no longer available for swift use, due to capping or demolition.
1 & 2 A deteriorating brick chimney (left) was sheathed in metal (right); swifts continue to nest inside.
3, 4 & 5 Left: typical swift chimney; middle: chimney cut down, capped with concrete slab; right: capped by metal “shoebox cover”.
6 & 7 Left: metal-clad chimney has metal topknot on left flue, swifts enter via right flue; right: swifts enter tile-topped flue on right.
8 Chimney with protruding tile; tiles may go down short distance or all the way; swifts accept lightning rods, satellite dishes, etc.
9 Stone chimney with 3 tiles; when more than 1 flue in a chimney, swifts use only 1.
10 Two flues (2x2 bricks each) join at roofline to become one, left flue is flat capped, swifts enter via chimney pot on right flue.
11 Stucco chimney with flared top; two shafts became one below roofline; chimney since demolished.
12 Chimney appears to be capped but swifts enter through small opening in centre of top.
13 & 14 Two broad-diameter chimneys used as large communal roosts; left one since capped internally.
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Check for occupancy by swifts.












Swifts may be present in Ontario any time from late April to early October.
Repeatedly hearing or seeing swifts overhead in the general neighbourhood is a good hint they may be
nesting in a particular area (but this is no guarantee, as swifts may forage several km from the nest). Some
swift pairs are very discrete about their comings and goings during certain parts of the nesting cycle, and it
may require considerable patience and effort to determine which chimney they are nesting in.
Swifts may occupy suitable chimneys for different reasons and for different lengths of time.
○ Swifts may occupy a chimney for a short period in the spring when prospecting for a nest site but
may not necessarily choose to nest there that year.
○ During migration (both spring and fall), swifts may gather in small or large numbers to roost overnight in a chimney.
○ Roosts may be occupied for varying lengths of time, as swifts are prone to switching roosts from
week to week, season to season and year to year.
○ During the summer, non-breeding swifts roost communally; they too may switch chimneys on an
unpredictable schedule.
○ Later in the summer, after fledging has occurred, swifts sometimes move around visiting and entering different chimneys, possibly prospecting for a nest chimney for the following year.
○ A chimney used as a spring roost may or may not serve as a fall roost that year, and vice versa.
○ A chimney used during the nesting season may be abandoned early if the nest fails.
To conclude that swifts never or no longer occupy a particular chimney that appears suitable, multiple visits at intervals from spring to fall may be required
over a number of years.
The most frequently used protocol for detecting swift use of a chimney involves
observing the chimney for one hour beginning 30 minutes before official sunset
(for sunset times check local newspaper listing or go to
https://weather.gc.ca/city/pages/on-137_metric_e.html).
To determine overnight occupancy of a chimney by swifts, find a convenient location on the ground for viewing the chimney. Nesting pairs as well as migratory
roosts and roosts of non-breeders occupy chimneys at night.
○ If possible, the chimney should be silhouetted against the northwest sky (with
no other buildings, foliage or night or security lighting nearby).
○ Spend at least one hour (beginning 30 minutes or more before official sunset)
carefully watching the chimney for any entries and exits by swifts; clear evenings are best.
◊ If many swifts are roosting in the chimney, there may be advance circling and twittering.
◊ If the chimney is being used by one or two swifts for nesting, they may not be in the area prior
to entry, may approach silently and directly (sometimes from a near-horizontal angle) and
may instantly drop into the chimney (no advance circling or twittering). It is very easy to
miss such split-second approaches and entries.
◊ Swifts sometimes exit after having entered. This may be related to courtship, nest building or
feeding of young. Or they may return later, after it is too dark to readily see.
○ Bats usually fly lower than swifts and end up outside the chimney while swifts go in for the night.
To determine daytime occupancy of a chimney by swifts, find a convenient location on the ground for
viewing the chimney.
○ Daytime occupancy is mainly associated with nesting activity; if swifts are entering a chimney
during the day, it can usually be assumed they are also spending nights there.
○ If possible, the chimney should be silhouetted against the sky (with no other buildings or foliage
nearby); avoid looking directly into the sun.
○ Spend at least one hour during daylight hours carefully observing the chimney for entries or exits. Swifts may be foraging overhead in the general neighbourhood, in which case twittering
swifts are likely to be heard or seen at intervals. Or swifts may forage well away from the
chimney. In either case, birds about to enter a chimney often approach directly and silently (no
circling or twittering) and usually drop into the shaft very quickly. Similarly, swifts emerging
from a chimney are silent, may drop down slightly after exiting and then quickly leave the area.
○ Daytime chimney use is more likely to be detected on a clear, sunny day than a cloudy one.
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Information about previous swift occupancy can sometimes
be obtained during the off season.
○ Shining a flashlight up the chimney from the bottom
or down the chimney from the top may show
where former nests were once attached to the inner
chimney wall (a patch of glue-like saliva and or
twigs may be discernible on the wall). A mirror
may also be helpful for viewing the interior wall of
the chimney from below.
○ A cleanout at the base of a chimney may allow access for a careful examination of materials on the
floor of the chimney shaft. These may include
A swift sits in its twig nest. As in this case, in
feathers, egg shell fragments, twigs from nests,
addition to constructing a basic nest, swifts
dried carcasses and skeletal remains. Swifts are
sometimes also create an arch of twigs glued to
the inner chimney wall above the nest.
very small and these items, if detected, will be tiny
(and possibly broken into very small pieces, due to
having fallen some distance). Swift guano may also be present. This appears as dry, odorless,
very fine gravel-like material. Swift guano consists mainly of indigestible insect parts that
swifts have coughed up, plus a small amount of dried fecal matter (poop). It is possible that
bird-related debris found in a chimney may be from species other than swifts, such as the European Starling (a much larger bird).
○ For a fireplace chimney, check for debris on the smoke shelf and the floor of the fireplace, as described above.
○ Failure to find evidence of previous swift occupancy during an off-season chimney check is not
sufficient to conclude that swifts have never previously
occupied the chimney.



Small numbers of swifts in southwestern Ontario may nest in old
wooden barns or sheds.
○ Swifts foraging and twittering in the general area of a barn
may be a clue that swifts are resident, though some nesting
swifts forage well away from their nest locations.
○ To check for a swift nest in a barn, shine a flashlight up into
the roof, visually checking upper walls, gable peaks, top side
of beams and any other vertical wooden features that are located in relatively high, dimly lit areas.
○ Watch for active swift nests, or, in the off season, look for
remnants of tiny twig nests or dried saliva on the wood surface that may indicate where nests were attached.
○ During the nesting season, swifts may be seen discretely coming and going from the barn (sometimes through a high window
opening or a gap in the wall or roof).
○ Older youngsters may be heard making begging calls or be seen clinging to the wooden wall
somewhat away from the nest.



Rarely swifts in southwestern Ontario nest inside hollow trees.
○ Check for large-diameter old trees, mainly in old-growth woodlands.
○ Swifts flying overhead in the general area may be a hint that swifts might be nesting nearby.
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